
RCII – Build Your Own Index (BYOI)
The RCII has always allowed users to customize the Index by adjusting the weights of dimensions, sub 

dimensions, or variables; by adding or removing countries or clusters of countries; and by changing the 

threshold for missing data.  With the release of the 2019 Index, users can now utilize even more sophisticated 

tools to create unique instances of the Index suited to their particular research or business needs. This new 

feature, called Build Your Own Index (BYOI) allows users to add or remove variables; alter the structure of 

dimensions and sub dimensions in ways not previously available; and import their own data.

To access 

BYOI, click on 

Advanced 

Options, and 

then Build your 

own index. 



BYOI Data Builder Intro
Once you select BYOI, a new tab will open in your browser and you’ll have access to the Data builder. The following 

slides will introduce you to the various features of the Data builder, the most advanced feature of the RCII.

The default name of 

your new data 

context (or 

instance).

Progress indicators 

for the various parts 

of your context.

Other customization 

options (covered 

later).

Tools to add data 

from existing 

contexts. This means 

using data that has 

already been loaded 

into the RCII, or into 

a context a user has 

already created.

Progress metrics 

for your data.
NOTE: at each step of the way, 

you’ll need to “Save Changes” 

whenever the option is 

available to complete a step.



BYOI Data Builder First Steps

The first thing you’ll want to do is to change the 

name of your context. Then, you’ll need to add 

data. 

You can choose any name you like. However, the 

name you choose cannot contain any spaces. 

Click on the check mark once you have a name 

you like to save the name.

Click “Add 

Data from 

Existing 

Context” and 

then select the 

data set you’d 

like to import to 

begin the BYOI 

process. For 

this tutorial, 

we’ll be using a 

public instance 

called “prod.” 

(which includes 

all the data in 

the base RCII).
REMEMBER:

SAVE CHANGES



BYOI Data Builder First Steps

You can tell you’ve successfully 

added your data when your 

metrics change to indicate the 

number of loaded data points, 

variables, and definitions.

Also, the progress indicators for 

“data” and “variable details” will 

display a green checkmark. 

You’ll also see status updates 

at the bottom of your screen.

If you see all of these, you’re 

ready to proceed… 



BYOI Creating Your Structure
Now that you have data in your context, you’ll need to create a structure. Start by 

clicking on 

“tree”

You’ll see a 

list of your 

variables to 

the right

You can 

create your 

own tree 

structure, load 

an existing 

structure, or 

customize and 

existing 

structure.

Unused 

variables will 

appear in 

alphabetical 

order on the 

right until 

they’re 

assigned a 

place in your 

structure, at 

which point 

they’ll 

disappear 

from this list.

If you want to customize an 

existing structure, find a structure 

you want to start with and click 

“Load.”



BYOI Customizing Your Structure
If you start with a preexisting structure, once you have the structure loaded you can begin customizing your 

tree structure. This slide will acquaint you with the various features and details of the tree structure as well as 

identify your customization options.

Open or close selected

dimensions or sub 

dimensions.

Recalculate all unweighted

dimensions, sub dimensions, 

and variables. NOTE: this will 

assign evenly divided 

weights.

Recalculate the unweighted

dimensions, sub dimensions, 

and variables within the 

selected component of your 

structure. NOTE: this will 

also assign evenly divided 

weights

No variables are listed here 

because they are currently all in 

your tree structure.

Dimension

Sub Dimension

Variable

Weight

Validate your structure.

NOTE: the sum of all weights 

within a dimension or sub 

dimension must equal 100. 

NOTE: errors will appear in 

red (shown). 

Open individual 

dimensions or 

sub dimensions 

using the       to 

the left of each.

- indicates 

dimensions or 

sub dimensions.

- indicates 

variables.

The tree 

structure you 

load will have a 

pre-set 

structure.



BYOI Customizing Your Structure
Now, you’re ready to customize your structure. Notice that we’ve renamed “OPERATIONS” to “BUSINESS” and 

we’ve created a new dimension called “INSTITUTIONS”. We’ve also removed several variables from the 

structure so we can place them in INSTITUTIONS.  

Reweight as you 

go to help avoid 

mistakes.

New dimension

Re-named 

dimension

If a dimension or 

sub dimension is 

eliminated, the 

newly orphaned 

variables will 

reappear here in 

alphabetical 

order.

Create a new dimension 

or sub dimension

Rename a dimension or 

sub dimension

Remove a dimension, sub 

dimension, or variable



BYOI Customizing Your Structure
Once a new dimension or sub-dimension has been created (INSTITUIONS is the example here), you can 

either create new sub-dimensions within that dimension/sun-dimension and assign individual variables as you 

see fit, or you can simply drop unassigned variables into the new dimension/sub-dimension.

In this example, all remaining 

unassigned variables have 

been dropped into the new 

dimension by clicking “Add all 

to selected category”. They 

have been assigned equal 

weights. 

In this example, a new 

structure, replicating the 

original source structure, has 

been manually created using 

the Data builder. To create new 

sub dimensions (or alter 

existing ones), use the “Create 

category”, “Rename category”, 

and “”Remove category” 

buttons.

Remember: when you 

create new dimensions or 

sub dimensions or remove 

existing ones, or otherwise 

alter the structure of your 

new context from the 

template you loaded, you will 

need to reweight accordingly. 

In this case, the new 

INSTITUTIONS dimension is 

weighted at 60% of the total 

custom context. 

You can also use the 

“Create category”, 

“Rename category”, and 

“”Remove category” 

buttons to create a tree 

structure from scratch.



BYOI Loading Regions and Clusters
Next, you’ll need to load your Clusters and Regions. Clusters are groups of countries; these groups can be 

economic or socio-political. Regions are geographical groups of countries. You can load default clusters and 

regions from a publicly available context, or you can create your own. 

Cluster names 

appear here.

Load a set of 

clusters and 

regions from 

an existing 

context here.

Create new 

clusters or 

regions here.

Unlike your list 

of variables, 

countries will 

not disappear 

from this list, 

even if they 

have been 

loaded into a 

region or 

cluster. This is 

because 

countries may 

be part of more 

than one group.

Search for specific 

countries to add to a 

group here.



BYOI Silver Rule
Data in the RCII is governed by two principles: the Golden Rule and the Silver Rule. The Golden Rule means 

that data is pulled from the most recently available full calendar year – the 2019 RCII contains data through 

2018. But, there are some variables for which data is not released from its source every year. The Silver Rule 

means that we take that data from the most recent year for which it is available and pull it forward to 2018. 

When you customize a context, you can choose which variables – if any – have the Silver Rule applied.

Load a default 

list of Silver 

Ruled variables 

here.

Silver Rules 

variables 

appear in 

alphabetical 

order here.

NOTE: If you do 

not Silver Rule 

any variables, 

you may notice 

significant gaps 

in your data.



BYOI Finishing Up
Once data has been loaded, a tree structure created, clusters and regions assigned, and the Silver Rule 

applied, your custom context is ready to be saved. You can only save your context if all previous steps have 

been completed.

Once you click “saved” you’ll have the option to save your context to the cloud and to download .csv files of 

your data and structure. NOTE: if you do not save your context to the cloud, you will lose your work once 

you close your browser.

Once you have 

successfully 

saved your 

context, this 

icon will turn 

green.

All steps must 

be checked off 

green before 

you can save 

your context.

Save your 

context to the 

cloud.

Download .csv files of 

your data. NOTE: don’t 

forget to “add empty 

countries” to your data 

files – meaning that you 

will include countries 

with missing data. 



BYOI Finishing Up
After successfully saving your context, the last step you’ll need to complete will be to pre-calculate your custom 

version of the index.

All private 

contexts you 

have saved will 

appear on this 

list of available 

contexts. Choose 

the context you 

want to pre-

calculate and 

select “Run 

precalculation”. 

NOTE: 

all steps must be 

completed before 

pre-calculation.

Indicate your data 

percentage 

threshold, or 

tolerance for missing 

data, from between 0 

and 100. In this case, 

“95” means that for a 

country to appear in 

this custom context, it 

must have 95% of its 

total raw data 

available for the most 

current year. The 

higher the 

percentage you 

select, the fewer 

countries you’ll see 

in your custom 

index. Once your context is being calculated, it will be listed as a currently running calculation job. There 

is no need to wait for this to finish. Even if you close your browser, this process will still continue. 



BYOI See Your Work
Once your context is successfully pre-calculated, you can load it through the settings tab in the original 

instance of the RCII. NOTE: depending on your browser settings, you may need to refresh the RCII before you 

see your context listed.

Select the Settings tile on the main page of 

the standard RCII.

Select your context and “Load context.” 

This will appear at the bottom of the page.

Once you select “Load context” you will see a progress bar. 

Please be patient while your new context loads.



BYOI See Your Work
Once you load your context, you may want to note any differences from the default RCII. 

There are now five main 

dimensions.

There are now 97 

countries in the custom 

index. What does this 

tell you?

The United States 

performs significantly 

better when 

INSTITUTIONS are 

taken separately and 

weighted at 60% of the 

total index. What does 

this tell you?



BYOI Adding Your Own Data
You can also add your own data to a custom context, or to an existing public context. This is a complicated 

process, and it requires you not only to gather the data, but also assign definitions, directionality, sources, 

units, weights, and a place in your custom structure for each variable. For this example, we’ll be going back to 

the step right before you save your custom context.

Note that we already 

have variables and a 

tree structure loaded 

into our custom index… 

which is why you only 

see “data” and “tree” 

checked off.

To begin adding your 

own data to this data 

set, select “Add Raw 

Data.”



BYOI Adding Your Own Data
The easiest way to add your own data is to start with a .csv file.

Step 1. Make sure your data is 

laid out in this format: country 

names in Column A; year in 

Column B; data in remaining 

columns; variable names in row 1.

Step 2. Make sure that for each 

data point (variable + country + 

year) you have either a numeric 

value, or a value of na, meaning 

no data. The RCII will not read 

any other value or symbol (such 

as %, $, or full words). 

Step 3. Open the .csv file in 

Notepad, and copy and paste the 

contents into the Data builder. 

After you copy and paste your data, click Save 

Changes. If you perform this process correctly, 

you will notice the number of variables in the 

context will change…



BYOI Putting Your Data into a Structure
When you go back to your tree structure, you should now see an alphabetical list of the variables you just 

added. This means the variables are now part of your custom data set, but they haven’t yet been assigned a 

place in your tree structure. They will also not have weights assigned until you assign them.

Start by deciding 

where you want 

your new 

variables to go. In 

this case, we’re 

going to create a 

new sub 

dimension within 

SOCIETY called 

SDGs (for 

Sustainable 

Development 

Goals).

You can click and drag 

your new dimension/sub 

dimension and place it 

wherever you like within 

your chosen tree structure.



BYOI Putting Your Data into a Structure
To add a variable into your new sub-dimension (SDGs in this example), highlight it and click on the variable 

from your list on the right you want to add.

Create a structure for 

your new sub 

dimension and then 

assign variables 

accordingly.

Remember to re-

weight as you go 

to avoid mistakes!

Once variables have 

been added to your 

custom structure, they 

will disappear from 

this list.



BYOI Adding Variable Details
Once each of your variables has been assigned a place in your structure, you’ll need to assign variable details for 

each variable. This means giving each variable a definition, a source, units of measure, and directionality. 

If you search for a variable you have 

just added, you’ll notice there are no 

details for the variable in place. This 

means you’ll need to add them 

yourself, one variable at a time.

When selecting directionality, 

“Yes” means a high value for 

a data point will be scored 

higher. “No” means a low 

value for a data point will be 

scored higher. In this case, 

we’re saying Access to 

electricity is good, so we’re 

selecting “Yes”.

Save your Work!



BYOI Silver Ruling Your Data
Silver Rule your new variables as you see fit.

NOTE: you do not have to 

Silver Rule any variable you 

add. In fact, the Data builder 

will assume you don’t want to 

unless you indicate otherwise. 



BYOI Save and See Your Work

Once you have 

assigned definitions, 

sources, directionality, 

and units for each of 

your new variables, 

you are ready to save 

and pre-calculate your 

context. Follow the 

same steps as before. 

If you do this correctly, 

you can load your new 

context with your 

custom data and check 

your results in the 

Index.

What countries export the 

most weapons? What does it 

tell you that so many 

countries are excluded from 

this map? 

Visualize your new data


